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Foreword

By the late 1970s and early 1980s, police leaders, policy makers, and re-
searchers were confronted by the stark reality that “professional” policing—
that is, the centralized, bureaucratic, factory, reactive model of policing for-
mulated in the mid-20th century— had failed. It failed to control crime, it
alienated minority communities, it created an isolated police culture hostile
to outsiders, and, despite its emphasis on bureaucratic controls, it failed to
maintain officer or management accountability. The evidence of the collapse
of professional, or reform, policing abounded: the intervention of the Supreme
Court in criminal investigation with its exclusionary rule and Miranda warn-
ing during the 1950s; the riots against police during the 1960s; police behav-
ior in response to the civil rights movement of the 1960s; the research regarding
its tactics— preventive patrol, rapid response to calls for service, and criminal
investigation— during the 1970s; and the seemingly inexorable rise of crime
starting in the 1960s.

During the same period, ideas about improving policing began to surface:
police had to improve their relationship to the community; minorities and
women needed to be hired and promoted in police departments; alternative tac-
tics had to be devised; problems, not incidents, ought to be a basic unit of po-
lice work; enforcement of minor offenses is important to citizens; police, at
all levels, use extensive discretion; foot patrol has value; citizen concerns are
important in devising police priorities; and, civilians can play important roles
in police work. Reconciling these ideas to the reigning police ideology was ini-
tially difficult. After all, did not opening police departments to citizen and po-
litical input run the risk of reopening the  long- fought battle against police
corruption and political interference in police matters? Was not arresting and
ensuring prosecution of those who commit serious crimes the basic business
of police? How could local neighborhood concerns about disorderly behavior
be responded to in a highly centralized bureaucracy focused on responding to
serious crimes? How could police officers be controlled without a strong  semi-
 military command and control system?

ix
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Nonetheless, by the  mid- 1980s it was becoming clear that policing was not
just entering a phase of improving its  mid- century strategy, it was moving
away from the reform strategy and entering a yet not fully understood era of
policing most commonly referred to as community policing. At the core of
emerging police thinking was the idea that police had to structure a new rela-
tionship with neighborhoods and communities. In many respects this was not
a new idea. The community relations movement that started during the 1940s
after riots in Detroit and Los Angeles, and which was endorsed by President John-
son’s 1965 Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administration of Jus-
tice, attempted to bridge the gap between police and community, especially
minority communities.  It attempted this primarily through meetings with
community leaders, recruitment of minorities, and officer training in race re-
lations. The community relations movement had several problems, not the
least of which was that many, if not most, police departments viewed com-
munity relations as an opportunity to “sell” policing as it was then. But more
profound was the failure to understand that if one truly changes the relation-
ship between police and community it has enormous impact on the total strat-
egy of policing. And this is where it gets tough.

It is clear that it is one thing for police leaders, academics, and policy mak-
ers to have and understand new good ideas about policing, and to even understand
that a basic shift in police thinking is afoot; it is something entirely else to im-
plement the changes that such a shift implies and requires. It is not an exag-
geration to write that if a police department shifts from the reform to a
community strategy, every element of its strategy must change, from its sources
of authority, to its structure and administrative processes, to its tactics and
sought after outcomes. Complicating this situation enormously for police lead-
ers is that they make these changes in the midst of their everyday work. There
is no time out for retooling. Crime still happens; citizens still have emergen-
cies; children get lost; and “cats still wind up in trees.” Moreover they make
these changes in the face of the “conventional wisdom” that often shapes media
and community views of the police, e.g., that response time is a key metric of
police performance.

Michael Jenkins and John DeCarlo have studied and herein present how
four police departments have confronted these challenges: Boston, Massa-
chusetts; Los Angeles, California; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; and Newark, New
Jersey. Each has an interesting history both of successes and failures, but all
are committed to move towards a genuine community/ problem solving model.
Moreover, the authors view these departments within the context of police
and organizational literature. The question that the authors ultimately con-

x FOREWORD
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front is how, in the complex political, organizational, and social world police
exist in, does change survive.

George L. Kelling, Ph.D.
Professor Emeritus, Rutgers Newark University

Professor Emeritus, Northeastern University
Senior Fellow, Manhattan Institute
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Introduction

What you’ll read hereinafter is the result of a relatively  open- ended explo-
ration of the current state of urban policing as outlined by the elements of an
organizational strategy in Boston, Los Angeles, Milwaukee, and Newark. Jenk-
ins initially began this exploration as part of the requirements for completing
his doctoral degree at Rutgers University under the mentorship of George
Kelling. DeCarlo, a retired police chief, a police practitioner for 34 years, and
a Ph.D. from John Jay College, brings both a practitioner’s and an academic’s
perspective to the analysis and contemplation of the four departments’ expe-
riences presented here. We hope that by combining our perspectives in this
book you’ll get a unique view of how personnel within these police depart-
ments view the effect of a community  problem- solving strategy on their work.

Chapter 1 introduces you to a brief history of modern policing in the United
States. It also explores the concept of a police organizational strategy and breaks
it down into its various elements. These elements will form the outline for
Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 7, which present the findings from each of the respec-
tive departments. The elements prove useful for understanding the police pro-
fession as a product of a comprehensive organization.

Chapter 2 shares a little bit about the methods and methodology. You might
find some of the discussions surrounding the strengths, weaknesses, and chal-
lenges of conducting such research helpful to your own studies of police and
police organizations. Chapter 2 also describes the specific sources of data and
the analytical process followed in building each of the cases in the subsequent
chapters.

We set the stage in Chapter 3 by giving a brief overview of the departments’
and the cities’ histories, pointing out key developments that will prepare the
reader for understanding the current research of each department. We also pro-
vide some statistics on the demographics and crime rates in each of the cities to
help the reader picture the general context in which the departments operate.

The next four chapters, then, delve into the community  problem- solving
experiences of each of the departments. At best, we would like to think that the
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findings in each chapter represent the typical, unbiased police officer’s view of
police work and the police organization in the United States. At the very least
we present the finest face of community  problem- solving that some arguably
 top- notch police executives can offer. As you will see, even that promises to
be quite telling. You will notice some lengthy direct quotations within these
chapters. They are one of the main sources of data in building each case. It is
our desire that you will see these for the richness they provide and for the
thoughtfulness with which our police respondents approached this study.

We present each department’s magnitude of change in Chapter 8, analyz-
ing the change from where each department came to where they show signs of
heading in the future. The designations of low,  low- medium, medium, high,
etc., are relative to each department and depend on the access and quality of
the data we were able to collect. We also summarize some of the notable changes
in each of the elements of the departments’ organizational strategies. As in the
four chapters that lead up to it, we use Chapter 8 to  re- orient the reader with
the current status of the police departments. The illustrations of each depart-
ment are meant to give the reader a basis for comparison when examining their
own best practices or research.

Chapter 9 closes with some key themes that emerged while placing the ex-
periences of the study’s departments into the greater body of literature and
practice. The importance of police leadership and organizational structure
bears repeating in our discussion. The nature of their uncovering and the ro-
bustness with which the data pointed to them warrant future attention by re-
searchers and practitioners. Finally, the chapter and book close with the defining
characteristics and challenges of policing in the new community  problem-
 solving era as well as an explanation of why we believe the name fittingly de-
scribes the latest policing era.
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